
TOYOTA STICKY PEDAL ETHICS

Toyota Motor Corporation is nearing settlement of a $1 billion fine to close out a 4 -year federal investigation related to
issues of uncontrolled.

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration ended its investigation in after NASA failed to find any
electronic causes of unintended acceleration during a month analysis. Power and Associates to back up these
claims. The Van Alfen and Lloyd families sued Toyota, marking the first of many lawsuits regarding
unintended acceleration. For that to happen, we would have to rethink the way we deal with safety in the U.
Ethical Issues with Toyota Introduction: Today's global market has changed the way a company must do
business; the old local business plan is no longer feasible. Another example of a company placing profits over
ethical issues is Toyota, their substandard manufacturing practices has been the cause of thousands of
accidents, injuries and even death in some cases. However, when carefully assessing the video, viewers can
see that the dashboard lights indicate that the car doors are open and the parking brake is on when the care is
supposedly accelerating. The Japanese car maker admitted it misled United States consumers by concealing
and making deceptive statements over two safety issues that caused cars to accelerate even as drivers tried to
slow them down. That there is absolutely no evidence of sudden unintended acceleration caused by electronic
problems in Toyota vehicles. We also learned that the NHTSA knew all along that the only problems were
floor mats and sticky pedals, but they had to go ahead with the NASA study to convince members of Congress
who believed electronics were the cause of sudden acceleration despite a total lack of evidence to support that
belief. Toyota was not prudent in its decision to delay the recall of cars with the sudden acceleration defect.
Details usually unworthy of public attention, such as internal memos disagreeing over public relations
strategy, became smoking guns that convinced the press and the public that Toyota vehicles had electronic
problems causing runaway vehicles â€” and that the company was hiding this from the public. If the money
used to develop advanced air bags is ultimately saving thousands of human lives, is it ethical for Toyota to
knowingly take actions that would lead to the death of a few individuals? Were sufficient resources devoted to
investigating the problems? Many experts in the industry are starting to theorize that electronics may very well
be defective. When the recalls began, Toyota stock fell disproportionately to the rest of the market. In
Kantianism, the only proper motivation is that of moral law or duty. Ray LaHood , Secretary of Transportation
at the time, said:"My advice is, if anybody owns one of these vehicles, stop driving it, take it to the Toyota
dealer because they believe they have the fix for it. So who won in this debacle? Plus, Toyota says there are
some cars affected by both problems.


